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R&S®FS-K130PC
Distortion Analysis 
 Software
Amplifier modeling and 
 linearization
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The R&S®FS-K130PC distortion analysis software 
 measures and models the linear and nonlinear 
distortions of amplifiers, mixers and baseband 
components. This simplifies and accelerates the 
development of linearized components, such as 
power amplifiers.

To ensure high transmission quality, information-trans-
mitting components should not distort RF signals nor 
generate power in adjacent channels. At the same time, 
they must be very efficient in order to minimize power 
consumption.

Predistortion is the method commonly used to achieve 
higher output power without increasing power consump-
tion. To calculate the appropriate predistortion, the ampli-
fier has to be characterized and its distortion  behavior has 
to be modeled.

R&S®FS-K130PC 
Distortion Analysis 
Software
At a glance

The R&S®FS-K130PC software simplifies these tasks. The 
software measures the nonlinearity and calculates the ap-
propriate predistortion using a model selected by the user. 
It also controls the required measuring instruments, such 
as signal generators and analyzers, and reads out and syn-
chronizes the I/Q data.

The R&S®FS-K130PC software uses signals with an ad-
justable crest factor and a user-selected bandwidth to 
simulate the actual operating conditions much more accu-
rately than is possible with the traditional method of using 
sine wave  signals to measure nonlinearity. Even twoports 
with memory effects can be accurately modeled and 
predistorted, also with user-specific signals.

Key facts
 ❙ Measurement of the distortion behavior of amplifiers, 
mixers and transposers and also direct control of 
the required measuring instruments, such as signal 
generators and signal analyzers, via IEC/IEEE bus, 
LAN or USB 

 ❙ Calculation of the coefficients of a distortion model for 
DUTs with and without memory in accordance with the 
different selectable models 

 ■ polynomial
 ■ memory polynomial
 ■ Volterra
 ■ spline

 ❙ Calculation of the coefficients for predistortion
 ❙ Verification of the spectral regrowth improvement 
achieved

Block diagram func-

tions make setup 

configuration and in-

strument settings 

easy and intuitive. 

The wide variety of 

measurement results 

which can be simul-

taneously displayed 

provides a quick over-

view of the measure-

ment. The configu-

rable windows can be 

easily adjusted to suit 

various tasks.
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R&S®FS-K130PC 
Distortion Analysis 
Software
Benefits and  
key features

Flexible, configurable display and evaluation 
 options
 ❙ AM/AM and AM/φM conversion curves 
 ❙ Probability distribution function (PDF) and 
complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) 
of reference and measurement signals; graphical 
comparison of both functions provides a quick overview 
of the compression

 ❙ Spectrum and spectral regrowth
 ❙ Power level dependence of gain and phase response
 ❙ Constellation diagram and EVM
 ❙ Impulse response
 ❙ Windows and display modes can be combined as 
needed

State-of-the-art algorithms for distortion modeling
 ❙ Calculation of DUT models on the basis of polynomial, 
memory polynomial, spline or Volterra functions

 ❙ Export of calculated distortion and predistortion models 
in MATLAB® format

 ❙ Verification of modeling result and determination of 
achieved improvement

 ❙ Simulation of the influence of characteristics

Numerous import/export functions 
 ❙ Export of synchronized, sample-precise I/Q data of both 
the reference signal and the measurement signal for 
further evaluation, e.g. in MATLAB®

 ❙ Export of measurement results
 ❙ Export of calculated distortion model
 ❙ Import of reference signal and measurement signal from 
files for subsequent offline processing

Flexible configuration and simple operation
 ❙ Flexible display and selection of measurement results in 
configurable windows

 ❙ Easy to operate; all operating steps shown in block 
diagram style

 ❙ Integrated control of signal generators and signal 
analyzers via IEC/IEEE bus, LAN or USB

 ❙ Automatic level setting to the desired output power

Applicable to a wide variety of signal types
 ❙ Internally generated measurement signals 

 ■ Band-limited noise with adjustable crest factor 
 ■ Dual-tone signal with adjustable tone spacing
 ■ Digitally modulated signals up to 256QAM

 ❙ Signals from a file with I/Q data in various data formats 
such as binary, ASCII, CSV, MATLAB®

 ❙ All repetitive signals that can be recorded in a reference 
measurement and then used as a reference signal

 ❙ Measurement bandwidths up to 
 ■ 160 MHz (R&S®FSV family) 
 ■ 120 MHz (R&S®FSQ family)
 ■ 500 MHz (R&S®FSW family)

 ❙ Reference signal wizard for easy recording of reference 
signals

 ❙ Support of pulsed signals
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Test setup for amplifier measurements

10 MHz reference frequency

Trigger at ARB start

I/Q generation and mixing to RF
(R&S®SMU, R&S®SMBV, …)

Mixing to I/Q and recording
(R&S®FSV, R&S®FSQ, …)

Attenuator DUT Attenuator

4

Measuring an 
 amplifier

The R&S®FS-K130PC distortion analysis software offers 
 numerous configuration options. This makes it easy to 
adapt to a wide variety of measurement scenarios. The ex-
ample below shows the setup for amplifier  measurements 
using a band-limited noise signal generated by the analysis 
software.
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The graphical measurement result (above) shows the most 
important parameters at a glance: CCDF, spectrum with 
spectral regrowth, amplifier compression, AM/AM conver-
sion, AM/φM conversion, EVM. The configurable windows 
can be adjusted to the given task.

The numerical overview of input and output power and 
the crest  factors at the input and output shows at a glance 
how much the amplifier  compresses (middle).

In addition to the error vector magnitude (EVM) that was 
actually  measured, the numeric results table also shows 
the modeling error as a measure of the modeling quality 
(below).

Numerical overview of input 

and output power.

Numeric results table.

Graphical mea-

surement  result 

with the most 

important 

parameters.
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The evaluation of the impulse response shows linear dis-
tortions and therefore special influences such as the am-
plifier’s frequency and phase response.

To export the amplifier models and the predistortion mod-
els, the software creates a readable, plain text MATLAB® 
function that can then be used for system simulations.

Data export formats
Measurement report HTML file

Trace data – graphical vector format: EMF
bitmap format: PNG
(export to file  and clipboard)

Trace data – data text file (CSV format)

Measurement and reference 
signal (synchronized)

text file (CSV format)
binary file (configurable format)
MATLAB® file

Software configuration config file
HTML configuration report

Measurement data and results can be exported in many 
different formats, making them compatible for use in other 
programs. This facilitates further analysis and simplifies 
the documentation of the results.

How well the calculated model simulates the measured 
amplifier can be seen in the efficiency of the  predistortion 
derived from the model. The software calculates a 
predistorted reference signal that fits the calculated model, 
loads the signal into the signal generator, and then mea-
sures the improvement that was actually achieved. A di-
rect comparison between the original signal (trace 1, blue) 
and the predistorted signal (trace 2, black) shows the im-
proved adjacent channel leakage ratio measured by the 
analyzer.
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Ordering information
Designation Type Order No.
Distortion Analysis Software R&S®FS-K130PC 1310.0090.06

License Dongle R&S®FSPC 1310.0002K03

Recommended system requirements

Windows 7 (32 bit/64 bit), 1 Gbyte free hard disk space, more than 2 Gbyte free RAM,  one USB port for the license dongle

Supported instruments

Signal and spectrum analyzers

Signal Analyzer R&S®FSQ 1155.5001.xx/1313.9100.xx

Spectrum Analyzer R&S®FSG 1309.0002.xx

Signal and Spectrum Analyzer R&S®FSV 1321.3008.xx

Signal Source Analyzer R&S®FSUP 1166.3505.xx

Real-Time Spectrum Analyzer R&S®FSVR 1311.0006.xx

Signal and Spectrum Analyzer R&S®FSW 1312.8000.xx

Signal generators

Vector Signal Generator R&S®SMU200A 1141.2005.02

Vector Signal Generator R&S® SMJ100A 1403.4507.02

Vector Signal Generator R&S®SMBV100A 1407.6004.02

Vector Signal Generator R&S®SMW200A 1412.0000.02

Recommended options

I/Q Bandwidth Upgrade R&S®FSQ-B72 1157.0336.12

Analysis Bandwidth Upgrade up to 40 MHz R&S®FSV-B70 1310.9645.02 

Analysis Bandwidth Upgrade up to 160 MHz R&S®FSV-B160 1311.2015.xx

80 MHz Analysis Bandwidth R&S®FSW-B80 1313.0878.02

160 MHz Analysis Bandwidth R&S®FSW-B160 1313.1668.02

320 MHz Analysis Bandwidth R&S®FSW-B320 1313.7172.02

500 MHz Analysis Bandwidth R&S®FSW-B500 1313.4296.02
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R&S® is a registered trademark of Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG  

Trade names are trademarks of the owners 
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Service that adds value
❙ Worldwide  
❙ Local and personalized
❙ Customized and flexible
❙ Uncompromising quality 
❙ Long-term dependability  
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About Rohde & Schwarz
The Rohde & Schwarz electronics group is a leading 
 supplier of solutions in the fields of test and measurement, 
broadcasting, secure communications, and radiomonitor
ing and radiolocation. Founded more than 80 years ago, 
this independent global company has an extensive sales 
network and is present in more than 70 countries.  
The company is headquartered in Munich, Germany.

Sustainable product design
 ❙ Environmental compatibility and ecofootprint
 ❙ Energy efficiency and low emissions
 ❙ Longevity and optimized total cost of ownership

Certified Environmental Management

ISO 14001
Certified Quality Management

ISO 9001

Regional contact
 ❙ Europe, Africa, Middle East | +49 89 4129 12345 
customersupport@rohdeschwarz.com

 ❙ North America | 1 888 TEST RSA (1 888 837 87 72) 
customer.support@rsa.rohdeschwarz.com

 ❙ Latin America | +1 410 910 79 88 
customersupport.la@rohdeschwarz.com

 ❙ Asia Pacific | +65 65 13 04 88 
customersupport.asia@rohdeschwarz.com

 ❙ China | +86 800 810 8228 | +86 400 650 5896 
customersupport.china@rohdeschwarz.com

Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG
www.rohdeschwarz.com

5214411312
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